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CyberTools has enhanced the Staff Functions timeout processing. Previously 
after five minutes of inactivity, the software would pop-up a timer window. This 
window would count down by the minute. The pop-up served the important 
function of being a "keep-alive" process, which was intended to be more 
convenient for you given the alternative:  many firewalls block inactive sessions 
from resuming, and this in turn could have caused problems with records being 
edited, since the records would have been unavailable to a new session until the 
server figured out that the old session had ended. 

Although the "keep-alive" worked well, many users disliked the pop-up timer 
window. For some users, the pop-up interrupted work on other windows.

Timeouts have now substantially changed. 

 After five minutes of inactivity the application will now beep once as well 
as attempt to briefly post a timeout countdown message. 

 Beep and post reoccurs every five minutes until the user resumes activity.

 If still inactive and the countdown reaches the last five minutes available to
the session, then the pop-up timer window will open to capture the user's 
attention. 

 During this final five-minute countdown, beep and post now continues for 
each minute. If the user responds then the session resumes, otherwise 
the session will end or go to the password window.

 If a user finds the pop-up timer window unpleasant, then individual staff 
users can now choose a new option. "Beep twice then end session" will 
beep twice at the final five-minute mark, and then twice before ending the 
session. "Beep twice then end session" can be selected via the Main 
Menu new function [My Contact Information & Preferences] or by the 
library manager on behalf of the individual library staffer via Staff 
Functions->Properties->Staff Accounts->Timeout Action->Beep twice then
end session.


